Chute Cameras Enable Haul Truck Drivers to
Operate Arc Gates by Remote Control
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Provix specializes in enhancing safety and productivity by
offering core competencies through video integration, remote
operation, proximity detection, and vision enhancement for
mining operations. The company is a solution provider that
blends multiple technologies to address common problems in
both surface and underground mining around the world.
The loading pocket or chute wireless camera system is wallor back-mounted to transmit video of the loading process to
any destination. Real time video is transmitted to the control
room, to the monitor display screen in the cab of the
equipment, and over the network for viewing on the surface.
The haul truck operator can operate the arc gates with
remote controls eliminating the requirement for an additional
person to open and close the chute. This single cost saving
factor has been instrumental in many mines’ decision to
outfit their chutes and trucks with this system. Saving backmounted ventilation is also a factor to consider.

have implemented the Provix wireless camera technology
on loading chutes for their customers around the world.
Variant supplies an IR remote control with a Provix camera
system that enables the operator to control the throat gate
and lip functions of the chute to safely load trucks, trams,
ore cars, or conveyors. This has been demonstrated to
provide the highest level of production efficiency with cost
savings while increasing the safety of the chute and the
loading process. The loading station operator can monitor
the loading process of the trucks in line while the operational
control room can verify load level and conveyor or chute
status. The operator of the truck, tram, or LHD is able to
view the loading process without having to leave the
operator cab of the vehicle and can ensure that the box is
not overloaded or loaded too high for the drift height. The
driver can view the level in the dump box as it fills: a bird’s
eye view of the height of the load has saved more than a
few ventilation runs. The display monitor in the driver cab
can also automatically display the rear or blind side
cameras on the same screen. Safety is paramount.
The successful operation of the loading chute camera is
best evidenced by its continued deployment by both mines
and contractors. Vale first implemented the Provix chute
cameras at their Creighton Mine. With the success of that
installation, they went on to deploy the same system at their
Coleman Mine. Other mines using the same system include
Newmont’s Red Lake complex (now owned by Evolution
Mining Limited); Alamos Gold’s Young Davidson Mine;
Kirkland Lake Gold, the Ekati Diamond Mine; and the Diavik
Diamond Mine. It is also deployed on multiple chutes at Rio
Tinto’s Oyu Tolgoi Mine.

Variant Mining and Ionic Engineering, the manufacturer and
installer of automated loading chutes with remote controls,

Provix camera systems have become a fixture in
international mining operations due to their versatility, cost
effective performance and the ability to be quickly
customized to suit various operations.

